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Rockets & Flight - December 2011 

ff and flies through the sky! Make your 
own flying machine with paper. 

 

 

Rockets & Flight Science Projects 

Make a Paper Flying Machine 

 
give it 

thrust by tossing it with your hand, just like a rocket needs thrust to take off 

plastic straw

Learn about how a rocket takes o

Make a kind of glider or flying machine that will go farther even than a paper airplane! To make your
paper and plastic flying machine soar through the air you will need to 

from the ground. 

What You Will Need: 

  1 regular  
ndex card (or cardstock cut to size) 

  Scissors 

of the strips by about one inch, and tape them together. Now you have 

pping the edge and taping together. 

 sure that the straw is 

be sure that the openings of the straw are not taped shut. 
6. To fly your glider, hold it with your thumb and index finger, and toss it in the air at a slight 

upwards angle. 

  3x5" i

  Tape 

What To Do: 

1. Cut the index card into three strips that are 1" wide and 5" long. (Get an adult to help you.) 
2. Overlap the edges of two 

one long strip. Bring the two edges of the long strip together, overlap them, and tape them 
together to make a loop. 

3. Make a smaller loop with the last index card strip by overla
4. Set the straw inside of the small loop, so the end of the straw sticks just outside the end of the 

paper loop. Tape the straw to the inside of the small loop. 
5. Tape the other end of the straw to the inside of the large paper loop. Make

set evenly inside of each loop, not to one side or the other, so your flying machine will be 
balanced. Also, 
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ne 

rked 
really well! A little bit of force made the glider go a long ways. What do you think you could do to make 

ne even better? Could you make it lighter by using a shorter straw? Try it out. 

es 

 
 freezer for one more hour. 

e 
the bottle too tightly. Your hands should start to warm up the bottle. 

 minutes of holding the bottle in your hands, the penny should pop up into the air! 

 it 

d it expands very quickly. Just like in this experiment, the pressurized gas wants to escape. 
In a rocket, it's directed out through a nozzle and hits the ground with enough force to push the rocket up 

at 
re is no wind there to blow them away! 

 
wouldn't hear you. 

an 85 pound person off of the ground it would take about 3,000 helium balloons! 

ceship? 
of this world! 

 

 

What Happened? 

Your glider was able to fly when you pushed it forward. Force is the word scientists use to talk about 
different kinds of pushes and pulls. Different forces create motion (anything that is moving has motion).
Flight is a kind of motion. Your glider flew a long way, didn't it? All of the thinnest parts of the machi
are the ones that needed to be pushed through the air. Air is light, but it still has weight. You had to use 
force to make your flying machine cut through the air, and because of the way you made it, it wo

your flying machi

Rocket Penni

What To Do: 

1. Put an empty plastic bottle (from water or soda) in the freezer, with the lid off.  
2. Take the bottle out of the freezer after one hour. Get the penny wet and slide it around the top of

the bottle, until it sticks there. Put the penny and the bottle back in the
3. Take the bottle out of the freezer, and hold it in both of your hands being careful not to squeez

4. After a few

What Happened? 

When air warms up, it takes up more room (expands). When the air inside the bottle got warmer,
expanded - but it had nowhere to go! So, the penny was pushed out of the way by the air. The way a 
rocket works is very similar to this. Instead of being powered by hot air, a rocket is powered by 
expanding gas. In a rocket engine, two different kinds of fuels are heated and mixed together to make a 
lot of gas, an

into the air! 

Fun Facts 

  The footprints and tire tracks that have been left by astronauts on the moon will stay like th
forever, because the

  If you were in space standing right next to a friend, you could shout at them and they still

  To lift 

Silly Science 

  Did you hear the one about the spa
o It was out 



  What only works when it's fired? 
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  What is the best material for a kite? 
er! 

Wa C

   Club

o A rocket. 

o Fly pap

y ool Websites 

Go to the NASA Kids  to find fun games like Rocket Builder! 
  Play with this interactive rocket, to learn more about pressure and 

how a rocket is launched. 
  See cartoons of how planes fly, and experiment with building your 

ts 

 
st. 

 

 
ht of the air around it, even though it had lift and thrust. To keep flying, 

you would have to keep giving it the thrust it needed, since the force of you tossing it wasn't enough to 
ong. 

ing further and further into space. Some rockets actually are made up of several parts - once the 
main part of the rocket has used up almost all its fuel, a second, smaller rocket blasts off from the main 

et. 

own planes! 

Teaching Tidbi

Things That Fly 

Why can't you and I fly like birds can? If we jump up in the air, we'll just come back down again. 
Things that fly (birds, planes, and rockets) all work on the same science principles. There are four main
science principles or laws that have to do with flight: thrust, weight, lift, and drag. The first one is thru
When you threw your air glider you were giving it thrust. Thrust is the motion that makes an airplane 
move forward, and a rocket move up. What works against thrust is weight. The weight of a rocket is 
always pulling it down, so in order to fly it has to have more thrust than weight. Remember the flying 
machine you made with an index card and a straw? You gave it the thrust it needed by tossing it in the 
air. The way it was made also gave it lift. A bird's wings flap up and down to give it lift. A plastic bag 
can get lift from the wind blowing it across a parking lot. Lift is the force that lifts things up! For birds
and airplanes, lift is caused by air moving around their wings creating pressure that keeps them up. Lift 
keeps airplanes in the sky, while thrust gives them power to move forward. The last thing you need to 
know about flight is something called drag. Drag is why your flying machine eventually stopped. It was
dragged to the floor by the weig

overpower drag for very l

Blasting Off into Space 

When a rocket blasts off, two different kinds of liquids are heated and mixed to create a burst of gas, 
which fuels the rocket. The gases are moving so fast and are so powerful, that as they escape through a 
nozzle and hit the ground, they push the heavy rocket up into the sky. As more fuel is added, the rocket 
keeps go

rocket. 

Before a spaceship (also called a space shuttle) can get up in space, it needs to be launched by a rock
The space program in the United States that launches rockets into space is called NASA (National 
Aeronautic and Space Administration). Aeronautics is the science of flight, and comes from Greek 
words that mean 'air' and 'navigation'. NASA's mission in 1969 (which was called Apollo 11) was when 
man walked on the moon for the very first time. The rocket that brought astronauts to the moon was 

http://exploration.grc.nasa.gov/education/rocket/rktstomp.html
http://www.nasm.si.edu/exhibitions/gal109/htf/activities/forcesofflight/web/index.html
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this rocket came from two different liquid fuels which mixed to create a lot of gas very quickly. Rockets 

ion! They are still being used to help us learn more about flight through space. 

ownload our Rockets & Flight worksheet

called Saturn V. There were different models of Saturn rockets built for NASA before that, but Saturn V 
was the biggest and most powerful. It was 110 meters high and 10 meters across! The fuel needed for

are an amazing invent

Printable Worksheet 

D .   

  

  


